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The REAL scandal of White Dee: It's not just her
brazen milking of benefits, but the system that
makes it a more rational choice than working
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Pay people to be poor, observed the American economist Art Laffer, and you’ll never run out of poor people.

He was talking about the welfare trap: the way in which, if a country gets its benefits rules wrong, people will
rationally choose to live on the dole rather than take low-paid jobs.

White Dee, the star — if that’s the right word — of Channel 4’s thought-provoking documentary Benefits
Street, has attracted renewed criticism for continuing to claim handouts while receiving appearance fees as a
result of her notoriety.

Scroll down for video

White Dee, from Channel 4's Benefits Street, has attracted criticism for her reliance

on benefits. But does the fault lie w ith her?
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It says little good about us as a country that Deirdre Kelly, to give her proper name, should have become a
national poster girl.

For some reason, people are prepared to pay to see someone in the flesh whose only distinction is to have
appeared on their screens.

Still, Miss Kelly — who claims thousands in state handouts because she is too ‘depressed’ to work — can
hardly be blamed for accepting offers as they come.

What sticks in people’s craw is that she is combining this new line of work with the benefits that lifted her to
fame in the first place.

Party: White dee attends Carnage Bar Crawl in Magaluf

She draws £214 a week from Child Tax Credit, Child Benefit and Employment and Support Allowance — the
current name for the payment made to those judged too ill to work. She also gets £500 a month in Housing
Benefit.

People are right to be angry. But they should be angrier at the system than at Dee. The true scandal is not
that she is behaving fecklessly; it’s that she is behaving rationally. 

Answering the outrage at her decision to carry on claiming handouts while visiting a resort in Majorca, Miss
Kelly offered a revealing defence.

She didn’t try to claim she was behaving virtuously. Instead, she said ‘talk to David Cameron’. Them’s the
rules, she was telling us, and I behave as a self-interested player within them. 
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Answering the outrage at her decision to carry on claiming handouts while visiting a

resort in Majorca: 'Talk to David Cameron'

Such a response is naturally infuriating to people who have to save up all year for a holiday in Majorca and
who feel they are getting mockery in place of gratitude.

People who have done the right thing, who have supported themselves and saved, don’t mind supporting
those in need; but they do mind when they see claimants apparently flicking two fingers at them.

Still — and I realise this may be an unpopular thing to say — the system is hurting White Dee rather more
badly than the people who are funding her.

How many kids, growing up, dream of supporting a family on £214 a week? Did Dee, as a little girl, imagine
herself negotiating claims forms and dispensing advice to other dependants? Does she want such a future for
her children?

So why doesn’t she get a proper job? Well, Fraser Nelson, editor of The Spectator, has run some of the
figures and examined the options open to a mother in her position.

Imagine that Dee were to take an occasional job as a cleaner and earn £90 a week. Under the current rules,
her benefits would be cut by £70, leaving her just £20 better off.

How many of us can say, hand on heart, that we’d happily clean toilets for less than £2 an hour?

True, that would be for part-time work, but suppose Dee made arrangements for childcare and took a full-time
job that was at the lower end — though by no means the bottom — of the pay scale.

Let’s say she earned £23,000 a year. She would be better off but, once tax and benefits were taken into
effect, only by £5,975 a year. 

It’s true that plenty of people take jobs at that salary or less. Being in work is the surest route to greater
security, to a sense of fulfilment and, indeed, to a better-paid job.
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Potential employers will almost always prefer to hire someone who is already in work of some kind. 

'She is not responsible for her situation, she is saying - the

system is.

'That’s the real tragedy of a life on benefits: it gradually
erodes people’s sense of what is possible'

Then again, it is human nature to become accustomed to our circumstances, to prefer security to risk. When
we find a hairdresser who is good enough, we stop looking for one who is perfect (or so I’m told: I am rather
past coiffure of any sort).

We often stay in an adequate job rather than looking for an ideal one. This aversion to change applies just as
much to welfare claimants as to the rest of us. 

Consider, again, White Dee’s justification: ‘Talk to David Cameron.’ Those are the authentic words of a woman
who no longer sees much connection between action and consequence.

She is not responsible for her situation, she is saying — the system is. That’s the real tragedy of a life on
benefits: it gradually erodes people’s sense of what is possible.

It makes them think of themselves in the passive tense — as people to whom things happen, not as makers of
their own fate.

The worst of it is, they have a point. If the rules actively encourage you to say that you can’t work because of
depression, you may well, in time, become genuinely depressed. It’s hard to say which category Dee is in. I’d
be surprised if she were entirely certain herself.

There is, of course, a flip side. If the wrong system can trap people in the squalor of dependency, the right
system can put them on the road to responsibility. And that, broadly speaking, is what is happening now.

I am in the last furlong of the European election campaign. Across the South-East, I have been speaking in
village halls, in pubs, in restaurants. And I’ve noticed something. 

White Dee on her fame after appearing on 'Benefits Street'
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White Dee at the plush Malmaison Hotel in Birmingham. The 42-year-old, whose

benefits equate to £214 a week, has said she is not doing anything wrong

Whereas at the past two Euro-elections, most of the people working in those places were Polish or
Lithuanian,  now the barmaids, receptionists and caterers are likely to be British.
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Why? Partly because of the cap on benefits that Iain Duncan Smith brought in, precisely to address the
perverse incentives of the old system. But mainly because we no longer pay tax on the first £10,000 we earn.

The pros and cons for at least some Benefits Street residents have been switched. Last week, the Office for
National Statistics recorded an unprecedented fall in unemployment, down by 133,000 in three months. At the
same time, there was a record rise in the number of people in work.

Indeed, more people now have jobs than ever before in British history. Relatively small changes in policy can
have enormous impact.

White Dee unwittingly reminds us that there is a great deal more to do. An obviously resilient and sharp-witted
woman, her talents could  be deployed to far better  effect than in maximising her entitlements.

Still, at least the direction of travel is positive — something that could not have been said at any point in the
past half-century.

It was only little more than a year ago that Left-wing newspapers were telling us that the welfare safety net
would be torn aside and millions thrown into poverty.

In fact, since the changes came into effect, poverty and unemployment have both fallen, and hundreds of
thousands of people have been helped into better lives.

But the task will not be complete until people like Dee are in work, able to enjoy the satisfaction of paying for
their own holidays in Majorca and wondering how they put up with their old lives for as long as they did.

They might even respond, when asked what made them turn the corner: ‘Talk to David Cameron.’

Daniel Hannan is Conservative MEP for South-East England
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jerry, Bangor ni, 6 hours ago

I know a woman who has a wheelchair and claims DLA. When is the only time she uses the wheelchair? When she's being
assessed for her DLA !!
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nothingin101, InMotion, United Kingdom, 6 hours ago

The REAL scandal of White Dee is the the DM has chosen to make it one.
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